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Letter 409
The Two Keys
2015-10-24
Dear Dan,
Friday 23 October 2015 6AM.
Last night at work the Lord impressed upon me, and us, the importance of this letter.
In the two movies Crimson Tide, and The Hunt For Red October, there are two scenes very
similar to each other.
It is when the commanders of both submarines were required to unseal their orders. The
orders were locked in a safe that required two keys to open. The keys were kept separate
and in the possession of two different ofKicers. In order to see the orders, both ofKicers had
to produce their own key. Then the two keys had to be inserted into the two locks and
turned simultaneously to open the safe where the orders were kept.
In like manner, the one night after you and I met at Denny’s and then went to my other job
at (G11), you and I were both issued a key by Jesus.
This happened when I prayed for you. I asked you to sit down, and turn you hands upward.
Then I put my hands on yours and said that:

"

“Jesus knows exactly and precisely what He’s doing”.

It was in the course of that prayer the He issued the keys to us. One to you, and one to me.
My key was called EXACTITUDE. Your key was called PRECISION. Later, when the right time
came, we used our keys to obtain the sealed orders.
I used my key Kirst. This was the Kirst letter I sent to you, Letter 01 Prologue. Then you used
your key second. This was the post card you sent back to me.
The sealed orders are all the Letters To Daniel that followed the Kirst Letter.
Jesus says to the both of us that He is very proud and happy of what you and I did that night
so long ago, and in the days since then till now. Without this level of obedience, there would
be no New Day dawning.
Because of our obedience, Satan was conKined to the desert. His two archangels of hell,
“Uday and Qusay” were revealed, the Lost Anointing of the 1980’s was found and liberated,
and eight billion more lost souls can be saved. And this is just the beginning. The list goes
on.
So, “Thank you”, says our Lord Holy Spirit, and “Thank you”, says our Lord Jesus Christ, and
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“Thank you”, says our Father God in Heaven.
And all the Angels and the Cloud of Witnesses say, “Thank you”.
“Amen.”
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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